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Description

Program (detailed content) :

Experimental Design Part :

* Linear covariance models, multiple interactions, mixed 
models.
* Principle of randomized experiments and classical 
experiments design
* Factorial, fractional designs
* Examples with the SAS or JMP software

Computer Experiment Part :

* Introduction: computer experiments and 
metamodelling. Examples of applications
* Two famous metamodels : chaos polynomials and 
Gaussian process regression (Kriging)
* Simulation of unconditional / conditional Gaussian 
processes
* Accounting for external knowledge and covariance 
kernel customization
* Metamodel-based optimisation (Bayesian 
optimisation)

* Design of computer experiments: focus on space-
filling design
* Global sensitivity analysis: focus on ANOVA 
decomposition (Sobol decomposition)
* Industrial application: uncertainty quantification

Organization :

* Course, exercises, computer lab with R and JMP 
 softwares.

Objectives

At the end of this module, the student will have understood 
and be able to explain (main concepts) :

* The main methods of experimental design
* Metamodelling for optimization / uncertainty 
quantification of a computer code
* At least the two main families of metamodels : chaos 
polynomials and Gaussian processes
* Kernel customization to account for external 
knowledge
* Design of computer experiments
* Global sensivity analysis

The student should be able :
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Experimental Design part :

* Plan an experiment in the framework of a linear model

Computer Experiment part :

* At a theoretical level, to do computations for:
* covariance kernels and Gaussian process
* ANOVA decomposition, Sobol indices

* At a practical level, to perform the complete 
methodology for analyzing a computer code

* design of experiments
* metamodel construction / evaluation
* application to optimization / uncertainty 
quantification of a computer code

Pre-requisites

* Elements of statistical modelling [ I4MMMS71]

* Softwares and methods of statistical exploratory data 
analysis [ 4MMSP81]

* Gaussian vectors.

Useful info
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https://www.insa-toulouse.fr/en/formation/ingenieur/nouvelle-page/sciences-technologies-health-STS/engineer-background-FI/applied-mathematics-program-program1-frsiretnullpri5mm000-en/elements-of-statistical-modelling-I4MATCEMS11.html
https://www.insa-toulouse.fr/en/formation/ingenieur/nouvelle-page/sciences-technologies-health-STS/engineer-background-FI/applied-mathematics-program-program1-frsiretnullpri5mm000-en/data-analysis-I4MAOPAD21.html

